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Gave It Back ,

BY BOB COCHRAN

Above and below: Counterfeit 1899
$1 Silver Certificates described by
the U.S. Treasury Department as
"Dangerous." The note above is
interesting on several counts. It
was stolen from a collector's car,
recovered by police and eventually
returned to its owner.

ILLUSTRATED HERE THROUGH THE COURTESY OF THEIR
owners are two counterfeit 1899 $1 Silver Certificates. They were proba-
bly produced from the same etched plate, and the counterfeiters used the
same digits to create different serial numbers. Both of them are marked

"Counterfeit", one by pen and the other with several hits from a rubber stamp.
Serial # V65912199 has an interesting story. Several years ago it was in

the automobile of a collector attending an ANA convention. The automobile
was burglarized, and the note was stolen along with other items.

A short time later a suspect was arrested with the note in his possession.
It was logged into the police department's Evidence Room, for use in the pros-
ecution of the suspect. A sticker was placed on the note's holder, indicating the
chain of possession within the police department.
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On the sticker, the evidence description reads: "SI Silver Certificate -
Counterfeit - Serial V65912199". After the trial, the note was returned to its
rightful owner by the police.

Although it doesn't show in the illustration, the face plate number for
serial # V65912199 is B4810. The face plate number for serial # V96959121 is
B5147.

The National Counterfeit Detector contained the following listings for
these two notes:

"Act of Aug. 4, 1886; (Eagle & Portraits Lincoln & Grant); Series 1899;
W.T. Vernon, Register; Chas. H. Treat, Treasurer. Dangerous. Probably
printed from etched plates.

"Face and back printed on different pieces of thin paper, pasted together
with blank sheet to give thickness. Face plate No. 4810; back plate No. 2344 or
2844. Some notes with few bits of coarse, raveled silk twist inserted between
the pieces of paper to imitate silk threads. Portraits coarse. Scroll work around
portraits unfinished. To lower left of Lincoln's portrait and to right of Grant's,
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CHAIN OF POSSESSION

Sticker attached to the holder of note V65912199.
Notice that the suspect was charged with
"Possession of Stolen Property." Could he have
also been charged with "Possession of Counterfeit
U.S. Currency"? (The name of the suspect has been
deleted.)  

in scroll work, is a circle with "U.S." in center and "United States" each side of
it. In counterfeit, letters in words "United States" poorly done. Numbering,
seal and large numerals fair, but differ in depth of color. Back of note on first
glance appears good, but under close scrutiny color is not quite right, and light
lines in genuine bill, which shape curves, are missing. On face in counters at
right and left end of note, large figure "1", some have shading, others none.
Titles "Register of the Treasury" and "Treasurer of the United States", under
names of Vernon and Treat, also wording at left end of note, "Act of Aug. 4,
1886", very faint, in some notes almost indiscernible or left off completely.
Many of these notes have no back plate number, and in some the silk thread is
imitated by pen and ink marks. The back plate number should not be used as a
guide, for it evidently is not engraved on the plate, but written in, or scratched
in on plate, and any number might easily be used. Other notes have face plate
number 5147, and some have back plate No. 3217, and still others have face
plates B7311 and B7214."

REFERENCE
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